
For over 30 years, Angie has poured her heart

and soul into helping others discover their true

potential and find their voice. Her dedication is

unwavering, and her passion is contagious. As a

dynamic and influential speaker, she captivates

audiences with her powerful messages and

leaves a lasting impact on their lives. 

She has worked with over 5000 clients, trained

over 10,000 practitioners, and featured in over

200 health and wellness publications. Her

expertise has been published in Success From

Home Magazine, Toxin Free International

Docuseries, and multiple podcasts.

She has shared the stage with luminaires Les

Brown, Nick Sarnicola, Ocean Robbins, and Dr.

Mark Fuhrman, to name a few.

Her commitment to challenging the status quo is

inspiring, and she ensures that her participants

are equipped with the tools they need to live

their own kind of bold.

www.AngieC.com

bold@AngieC.com
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Mother, Wife, Speaker, Women
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“My job, passion, and purpose is to equip and empower women to 
discover their own kind of bold.”                                       -- Angie Ates-Clark
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BOLD WORDS
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KEYNOTES

HOW DO YOU FIND YOUR BOLD

It's time to find your bold, be yourself, and

confidently embrace your journey.

Discover the power of guilt-free self-love

with Angie's 4-step framework.

GOTTA HEAL UP TO LEVEL UP

It's time to heal and unleash your true

potential!

Learn the eye-opening realities of your

blocks as I empower you to take control

of your life and make positive changes.

POWER OF THE PAUSE

Command a room, guide a client, and

manage your emotions, all with the Power

of the Pause.

Say goodbye to compassion fatigue and

burnout, and say hello to breakthrough

and healing.

“I have been lucky enough to see

Angie speak on numerous occasions.

She speaks with vibrancy and clarity

from the heart. I am always motivated

to do, learn and become more after

her inspiring presentations – her

words have a way of staying with you;

continually inspiring you to go for it!”

--Mitch Hancock - TEDx-St.Louis

--Cherry Smith  - Fearless Woman 

From the moment Angie took the

stage, her captivating presence and

powerful storytelling had me hooked.

She shared her own journey of

personal growth, highlighting the

importance of embracing our

uniqueness and stepping out of our

comfort zones. LOVE IT!

“Angie's unique styleis refreshing. Her

audiences are captivated by her

engaging and confident delivery. Her

passion ignites a flame inside of

everyone to achnowledge the

success from within.”

--Valorie Parker - Les Brown  Intl
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